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Abstract
Background: Respiratory diseases (RD) impose an immense health burden and over 1 billion people
suffer from acute or chronic RD. Arti�cial Intelligence (AI) can improve the quality of healthcare, with the
potential of assisting in the medical diagnosis of many diseases and reducing unnecessary
hospitalizations and costs. This article aims to develop a Machine Learning (ML) model to predict the
healthcare resources utilization (HCRU) and costs associated to RD hospitalizations in the Brazilian
public health system (SUS).

Methods: Data were extracted from three public databases: Hospital Information System (SIH), “e-saúde”
database and Meteorological Database, in the city of Curitiba, between 2017 and 2019. All analyzes
considered the number of hospitalizations per day. The outcomes predicted by ML were the cost and the
number of hospitalizations in the next seven days after a RD claim. The models were created by data
mining process. Different algorithms were tested by the model building process up to �ve times. The best
model for the seven-day cost and utilization forecasts was de�ned according to mean absolute
percentage error (MAPE), mean absolute error (MAE), root mean squared error (RMSE). The SHAP method
was used to analyze the interpretability of the best selected model.

Results: There were, on average, 315.41 hospitalizations and 97,596 primary care services for RD per
week in the city of Curitiba between 2017 and 2019, with an average cost of 246,390.30 US dollars (R$
549,332.87). The Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) methods (LSTM and GRU) presented the best results
for forecasting costs and HCRU. LSTM model outperformed all other algorithms in both models with a
RMSE of 0.07 and 0.04 respectively. The most impacting variables in the model (SHAP analysis) were the
meteorological ones. However, the forward to specialist, type of attendance and medical specialty on the
ambulatorial records were also important. High average temperatures support the model to make a
prediction of a smaller number of hospitalization days for that period.

Conclusion: The prediction model used was robust enough to predict information about hospitalization
and costs related to RD, demonstration its applicability as a tool to optimize resources allocation and
health promotion strategies.

1. Introduction
Respiratory diseases (RD) impose an immense worldwide health burden 1. This group includes a wide
spectrum of diseases, ranging from infectious diseases such as pneumonia to chronic non-
communicable diseases like asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). They account
for more than 10% of all disability-adjusted life-years and are second only to cardiovascular diseases,
including stroke 1. RD include �ve of the thirty most common causes of death in the world: COPD, lower
respiratory tract infection, tracheal, bronchial and lung cancer, tuberculosis and asthma 1–3. Altogether,
more than 1 billion people suffer from either acute or chronic respiratory conditions, including infants and
young children are particularly susceptible4,5.
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In Latin America, lower respiratory tract infections like pneumonia cause 6% of deaths, while prevalence
of asthma symptoms in adolescents exceeded 15% in countries like Paraguay, Peru, and Brazil 6. In
Brazil, asthma and COPD have higher prevalence than other chronic respiratory conditions, similar to
other countries 7.

Several companies and organizations have already demonstrated how AI can improve the quality of care
and/or decrease it, including new therapies and diseases diagnosis 1,8. AI can help doctors make better
decisions, leading to fewer unnecessary hospitalizations, which reduces costs 9. Recently, Machine
Learning (ML) techniques have been implicated on healthcare data for variable proposes 10. Supervised
ML models are a particular type of AI, that aim to accurately predict future outcomes based on a
“learning” process from historical data. Those models are employed for instance in regression tasks,
where an unknown continuous variable is predicted based on known information 11. Considering health
care management applications, ML models has been employed to forecast health care events such as
inpatient admissions 12–14.

In that sense, understanding primary health care management in relation to RD can be crucial to optimize
resources and health promotion strategies. For that AI models can be important methods to support
primary health care to rapidly evolving not only in terms of health policies but also technologically 15. In
recent years different studies shown the applicability of AI into primary health care 16–20, however despite
all the methodological and computational advances in AI, very few are translated into routine clinical
practice 21,22. Interpretability is a particularly important aspect in health-related ML models, which means
to understand the in�uence and of each feature to the model, helping to understand the reasoning behind
the predictions 23.

In this way, this study aimed to build ML models based on climatic factors and characteristics of
outpatient visits for RD to predict hospitalization cost and healthcare resource utilization for RD within
seven days frame.

2. Material And Methods

2.1. Study Design
Data was extracted from three public databases for the city of Curitiba and includes data between
Januarys 1st, 2017 and December 31st, 2019. Data from 2020 and 2021 was excluded due to COVID-19
pandemic. The Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine - Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT) code for
“Disorder of respiratory system” (320136) was used as primary criterion in the selection of the ICDs for
RD, excluding the ICDs regarding neoplasms (i.e C00-C97 and D00-D48). ML models for forecasting
HCRU and hospitalization costs related to RD were developed and evaluated.

Located in the southern region of Brazil, Curitiba is the 5th biggest city in Brazil, with an estimated
population of over 1,9 million habitants and one of the highest (0.823) Human Development Index of
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Brazil 24. Curitiba provides open access to public data of primary attention care. The database of this
study includes data extracted from three databases:

Brazil's Hospital Information System (SIH), which contains hospitalization claims, was based on
ICDs of Respiratory System Disorders. Variables include data on sex, age, ICD-10, type of care and
type of professional 25.

The “e-saúde” database, an informatized system which gathers telemedicine and telehealth data in
the Uni�ed Health System (SUS), and the extraction of data includes the number of urgent and
general care, medical specialties, requests for medical exams, prescription and drug dispensing 26.

Meteorological Database of the National Institute of Meteorology (INMET), which contains daily data
on weather conditions following the technical standards of the World Meteorological Organization.
The INMET database reports temperature, humidity, wind measures, and precipitation per hour 27.

2.2. Statistical Analysis
In the present study, data extracted from the three databases were adjusted and merged into one �nal
database. The data were presented in the format of tables and graphs and Python version 2.7.3 was
used. All variables are reported in Supplementary Appendix Table 1.
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Table 1
Cost and HCRU models algorithms evaluation metrics results for the test set

Model algorithms Linear
Regression

XGBOOST Neural
Network

LSTM GRU

Cost          

RMSE¹ 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.07 0.08

MAE² (USD PPP) 25,149.20 24,849.20 24,669.92 11,821.83 13,776.29

MAE³ (USD PPP) 31,480.51 29,573.34 29,548.68 13,853.00 15,893.89

MAE² (BRL) 57,358.09 56,673.88 56,265.00 26,962.19 31,419.75

MAE³ (BRL) 71,798.00 67,448.28 67,392.05 31,594.70 36,249.39

MAPE (%) 15.26 13.96 13.80 6.05 7.22

HCRU          

RMSE¹ 0.12 0.12 0.14 0.04 0.06

MAE² (Hospitalization
days)

21.00 23.00 21.00 10.00 13.00

MAE³ (Hospitalization
days)

30.99 29.95 32.78 12.35 17.11

MAPE (%) 11.73 11.90 12.48 4.19 6.32

¹Standardized; ²Median Absolute Error; ³Mean Absolute Error.

BRL: Brazilian real; GRU: Gated Recurrent Units; HCRU: healthcare resources utilization; LSTM: Long
Short-Term Memory; MAPE: Mean Absolute Percent Error; PPP: purchasing power parity; RMSE: Root
Mean Squared Error; USD: United States dollar; XGBoost: Extreme Gradient Boosting.

2.3. Machine Learning models built and Evaluation
Data was collected, cleaned, standardized, modeled and integrated for each one of the databases
collected. Different algorithms (Linear Regression, Extreme Gradient Boosting [XGBoost], Arti�cial Neural
Network, Long Short-Term Memory [LSTM], and Gated Recurrent Units [GRU]) were tested and had their
performances compared according to 2.3.1.

For the cost model, a summary of the cost for each procedure performed during hospitalization was
made and the �nal cost of each hospitalization was calculated per day and per seven consecutive days.
This value was used to forecast the costs of all hospitalization for RD seven consecutive days. The HCRU
model was developed to predict the frequency of hospitalizations within seven days in Brazil. For both
models, training was performed using data between 2017 and 2018 (67%), while data from 2019 (33%)
was tested. All algorithms were tested using 5-fold cross-validation evaluating optimal parameters for
each algorithm.
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For descriptive proposes, the costs in Brazilian Reais (BRL) were converted to US Dollars (USD)
considering the o�cial purchasing power parity (PPP) exchange rates for 2017 (1 USD = 2.182 BRL),
2018 (1 USD = 2.226 BRL), 2019 (1 USD = 2.281 BRL), which already considers in�ation rate 28.

2.4. De�ning the best model and interpretability analysis
The best model for the cost and utilization forecasts in seven days was de�ned according to
performance measured by i) Mean Absolute Percent Error (MAPE): calculated as the sum of individual
absolute errors divided by the actual value and presented as the average of all percentage errors; ii) Mean
Absolute Error (MAE): used to identify an outlier and compare models; iii) Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE): also used to identify an outlier and, to minimize its sensitivity to outliers, real values were used.

Interpretability analysis was developed for the best performing model by SHapley Additive exPlanations
(SHAP). Figure 1 shows the main processes involving the development of the model using ML. See the
Supplementary Appendix, available with the full text of this article, for additional details.

3. Results
The database presented, on average, 315.41 hospitalizations and 97,596 primary care services for RD per
week in the city of Curitiba from January 2017 to December 2019, with a weakly mean cost of USD PPP
246,390.30 (BRL 549,332.87). The most frequent (73%) group of ICD-10 for RD in the database was acute
upper respiratory infections (J00-J06), while chronic lower RD (J40-J47) represent 8% of the database.
Supplementary material Table 2 presents the percentage of primary care service in the database
according to ICD-10 for RD.

3.1. Costs forecast results
The Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) methods (LSTM and GRU) presented the best results for cost
forecasting, with a median absolute error prediction of USD PPP 13,853.00 (6.05%) for LSTM and US$
15,893.89 (7.22%) for GRU. Table 1 shows the performance of the models for forecasting hospitalization
costs and HCRU in the next seven days, while Fig. 2 shows the forecasting results for disorder of
respiratory system hospitalization with public data for costs and HCRU in Curitiba during the study
period.

Table 1. Cost and HCRU models algorithms evaluation metrics results for the test set

Regarding the variables related to the seasons, there are higher hospitalization costs related to RD in the
autumn and winter seasons. A high level of the “mean humidity” and “mean temperature” content had a
low and positive impact on the hospitalization costs; therefore, a high humidity and temperature levels
present lower hospitalization costs, while a less humidity weather and cold days means higher
hospitalization costs. The variables for emergency care and specialized emergency care (attend_UPA,
special_urgency_attend_UPA, attend_SIACE) have high and positive impact on the hospitalization costs
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for this population, meaning that higher numbers of cases in the emergency care units (UPA) implies
higher costs (Fig. 2).

3.2. HCRU forecast results
The best model for HCRU forecasting over the next 7 days was also the LSTM model, with median
absolute error of 10.00 (4.19%) hospitalization days (Figs. 2 and Table 1). The most impacting variable in
the model according to SHAP analysis was “mean_temperature”, with a low and positive impact on the
HCRU in this study; therefore, high average temperatures support a model to make a prediction of a lower
number of hospitalization days, for that timeframe. imply lower hospitalization days, and lower
temperature stands for higher hospitalization days. In this model, the seasons autumn and summer
impacts on higher hospitalization days. Also, more drug dispensed and more attendance in an emergency
care unit resulted in less HCRU for RD in this study (Fig. 3).

4. Discussion
For both cost and HCRU models, the LSTM model outperformed all other models in forecasting the cost
and HCRU over the next 7 days. According with the SHAP results for this study population, climatic
factors have a major in�uence in RD hospitalizations: the low humidity tends to cause more cost in
hospitalizations, while lower temperature tends to generate more HCRU and costs. Winter and autumn
seasons also presented high in�uence in hospitalizations cost.

The LSTM and GRU algorithms were able to better understand the relationship between time variables
and their in�uence on the future due to the algorithm characteristics. In addition, linear regression,
XGBoost and Neural Network commonly show more di�culty in predicting abrupt changes, although
linear regression may be one of the largely used methods, with a variety application in healthcare 29,30.

As expected, SHAP results showed that climatic factors including lower temperature and humidity levels,
and winter and autumn seasons may be linked to higher hospitalizations costs and HCRU for RD, which
was already observed in diseases such as COPD, viral respiratory infections and others 31–36. Summer
was related to positive and negative contributions to costs and HCRU, with a cost reduction in early
January and an increase at the end of the summer, possibly related to a behavior during holidays and
school return 37–39. The prediction results have already shown the model's ability to handle the most
complex behavior, and SHAP allows us to see the pattern of nonlinear separability, which public
managers may use as a methodology to forecast public spending on RD 40.

It is possible to reproduce this study for other cities and other countries. Other diseases, in addition to RD
(such as asthma, bronchitis, �u), are also sensitive to climatic factors, such as diseases with seasonal
variation (such as malaria and dengue). A study in the Philippines used ML techniques on meteorological
variables to develop models and accurately predict the temporal pattern of dengue incidence or
occurrence 41.
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Limitation includes a risk of the same patient be included more than once, since database was developed
according to hospitalization visits (analyzes are not at patient level); therefore, the database could have
patients that were hospitalized more than once. Our �ndings might not be applicable for other cities
realities. Our study is based on the total volume of data available for hospitalizations for Curitiba, those
hospitalizations are not directly linked with outpatient visits register. The hospitalizations used for the
model could have included cases of patients not followed before in outpatient setting (e.g., emergency
cases). Despite the aforementioned limitations, our study demonstrated a novel, generalizable, and high-
performing method to predict and support health judgment for resources optimization.

5. Conclusion
The prediction model used was robust enough to predict information about hospitalization and costs
related to RD, demonstration its applicability to be used as a tool to optimize resources and for health
promotion strategies. We hope that researchers, policy makers, and medical professionals will use this
approach for other research questions or scenarios related to judgments of health and decision-making.
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Figure 1

Flowchart of the main processes development for building the model

Figure 2

Forecasting for disorder of respiratory system with public data from Brazilian Hospital Information
System (SIH) in Curitiba from Januarys 1st, 2017 and December 31st, 2019. A) Hospitalization costs; B)
healthcare resources utilization.
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Figure 3

SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) for prediction features using Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM). A)
Cost model; B) Healthcare resources utilization model. The SHAP analysis classi�ed variables by
importance, where variables are ranked in descending order and with high (red) and low (blue) correlation
to cost and HCRU. The horizontal location shows whether the effect of that value is associated with a
positive or negative prediction.
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